MSU CS Internship Opportunity

Texbase is looking to hire an MSU CS student to help complete various coding projects and to provide the student an opportunity to earn income and gain business experience prior to graduation. This position is flexible enough to work around the students’ class schedule.

Texbase has been in business for fourteen years and provides apparel companies with the software automation they need to innovate new materials and products, test them and ensure they’re compliant with global consumer-safety regulations. See Texbase.com for more information.

We develop using Visual Studio and deliver our Software as a Service products using Microsoft Azure.

This is a great chance for a student to add to their resume and perhaps secure a full-time position after graduating.

Prospective students should have:
  1. a basic understanding of html, css and javascript
  2. good grades
  3. a propensity to get things done

Students interested in this position can apply by sending their resume and any questions to careers@Texbase.com today!